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Abstract:
Generalized Nets (GNs) are extensions of Petri nets and their other extensions and modi¯-

cations. A lot of research was carried out in the last 15 years to show the possibilities for the
representdtion by GNs of di®erent objects from the area of Arti¯cial Intelligence. In a series of
papers they were used for modelling in image processing. The possibilities of the GNs as a tool
for modelling in this area are presented and an example of a GN-model of a writer identi¯cation
system is given.

1 Generalized nets and Arti¯cial Intelligence

In [5] a supposition was launched that Generalized Nets (GNs, see [4]) could be a universal tool
for modeling of intellectual processes, i.e. processes that could be associated to the domain of
AI. If this is true di®erent investigation areas could be described using the same mathematical
instrument, which imagine a mathematical tool that can play the role of a relatively universal
language. Therefore, they will be comparable to each other, which will facilitate the transfer of
ideas from one area to another, as well as their stronger formalization and further development.

There exists, however, another problem, more di±cult than this one. The problem is how
can we generalize and extend this description within the framework of the GN-description of
each event, adding new (perhaps not yet existing but theoretically possible) elements in a way
that allows the newly obtained process (object) to be described by a GN as well. If we can
achieve this, then it will be clear that the GNs are not only capable of describing processes
(objects), but serve to construct new, even not yet existing processes (objects).

Finally, a third problem arises, namely to search for the possible directions of a further
development of the GN-methodology and new objects to be described by it.

Roughly speaking, this is the basic idea so far and further work has to be done in this area.
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Let us point out at the most interesting from the already existing results. They are related
to the areas of
(a) expert systems { e.g., in [5] a few GN-models are proposed, able to describe the class of all
ESs;
(b) machine learning { e.g., in [7] GNs, describing di®erent machine learning processes are
suggested;
(c) pattern recognition { e.g., in [11, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] di®erent applications of pattern
recognition are presented in terms of GNs;
(d) robotics { e.g., in [8, 33, 34] GNs are describing di®erent robotic and °exible manufacturing
systems;
(e) neural networks { e.g., in [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] GNs are applied to the di®erent types of neural
networks representing their functioning and the results of their work);
(f) problems related to scheduling, assignment, optimization, decision making, etc. based on
heuristics (see, e.g., [25]);
and others.

2 Generalized net description of image processing

and pattern recognition

Image processing and pattern recognition are the most intensively developing areas of research
during the last decades. This interest is provoked by the necessity for the development of
intelligent devices and system for the automatic detection of objects in complex images and
their description and identi¯cation. It will steadily increase due to the new challenges imposed
by the increased people's mobility, terrorist and criminal actions and the requirements for reliable
access-permit identi¯cation/veri¯cation systems.

The solution of every speci¯c problem in that area could be described through the following
scheme: image capture, image pre-pro cessing including noise reduction, contrast improvement
and edge detection, feature extraction and decision-making. Many heuristic and theoretically
founded algorithms have been developed dealing with the above-mentioned sub-problems. How-
ever, since di®erent sources of errors could in°uence the image quality on the one hand, and
lack of su±cient a priori information could hamper the proper recognition, on the other hand,
algorithms based on the theory of the Generalized Nets and IFS seem to be helpful for the de-
scription of the whole process. A few attempts in this direction have already been made. They
concerns the problems of handwriting analysis and identi¯cation [10, 12, 14, 30], face recognition
[15, 31] and speaker identi¯cation [11, 29].

In the following paragraph a speci¯c task will be described as an illustration of the possibility
of the GN theory application to the recognition problems.

3 An example: an application of the GNs to the

problem of writer identi¯cation

The identi¯cation problem concerns di®erent areas of the social and economic relations in the
state. One of its aspects refers to writer identi¯cation. Most frequently it appears in forensic
investigations when the identity of handwritten document is to be established or when a signature
is to be veri¯ed. In all cases of writer identi¯cation the objectiveness of the analysis and reliability
of conclusion are of great importance, especially if the handwriting is deliberately changed.
However, at the time being the handwriting investigation is carried out by quali¯ed experts on
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the basis of their experience and subjective evaluation of the similarity between letters, strokes
and writing style (except special cases of signature veri¯cation in banking). In this situation
di®erent experts may disagree as to who is the writer of a particular document.

This is because the handwriting investigation is a di±cult and non- well studied problem.
Despite that during the last decades a lot of work has been done towards the formulation
of a general methodology and groups of general and speci¯c features have been established
[1, 22, 24], the expert's decision is based on his own visual sensing and experience. To increase
the objectiveness and diminsh expert workload quantitative methods have to be developed .
However, some of the features used by the experts are of qualitative nature and can not be easily
presented quantitatively. The other problem concerns the segmentation of the handwritten text
aimed at the separation of words, letters or combination of letters [2, 30, 32].

The ¯rst computer-based systems appeared in 80's: FISH (The Forensic Information Sys-
tem for Handwriting) in Germany, NIFO (Netherlands Institute for Forensic Examination and
Research) in The Netherlands. In Bulgaria the systems EXPERT and PRESS have been devel-
oped.

The systems FISH and NIFO measure some general features and extract similar handwritings
from a large data base. EXPERT is used for the measurement of speci¯c features and comparison
with a small number of handwritings. PRESS was used for the pressure evaluation.

The aim of this paper is to show that the philosophy of GNs could be applied to the com-
prehensive description of writer identi¯cation problem, thus adding a new scienti¯c area under
the hat of GNs.

The Generalized Net (GN, see, e.g., [4, 28]) based model described in this paper is a further
step to the comprehensive presentation of the writer identi¯cation process (see also [12, 30]).

3.1 Description of a writer identi¯cation system

A general block-diagram of a computer-based handwriting investigation system is swhown in
Fig. 1. The blocks are brea°y described underneath.

3.1.1. Image enhancement

Since very often the handwritten materials are of poor quality, it is necessary to achieve
some pre-processing before starting evaluating them. The goal of this pre-processing is two-
fold: a) to improve image quality including contrast enhancement, random and structured noise
reduction, and edge sharpening. In such a way the image will become more pleasing visually, on
the one hand, and will o®er better possibilities for the automatic analysis, on the other hand; b)
to correct and analyze strokes and complex lines using morphological operations depending on
the features that will be measured. This is especially important for the analysis of the speci¯c
handwriting features, where the skeleton of the characters is going to be used.
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Figure 1: Block-diagram of the system

3.1.2. Text segmentation

This is a major problem in the automatic document analysis [13]. In handwriting analysis
additional di±culties may arise due to the possibility of signi¯cant variation in placing rows,
words and letters in the sheet. While, in general, the separation of rows could be easily achieved,
special techniques are required for a proper detection of under-row and over-row strokes of some
characters. Also, the medial axis of the row may consist of a few linear segments and its
description is a problem that has to be solved, as well.

The segmentation of words in a row is the next step of the analysis. Di®erent cases of concise
writing or writing where letters are not connected between them are a challenge.

The most di±cult problem concerns segmentation of letters and strokes. Except some special
cases e.g. child's writing, their separation may be quite di±cult even for a human being. For
the solution of this problem a user-friendly man-machine dialog has to be developed.

3.1.3. Feature extraction

This is also a crucial problem that should be solved. While during the last decades a common
methodology for the handwriting analysis has been set up, many of the suggested features are of
qualitative character and are prone to di®erent evaluation from di®erent experts. Also, there are
no strong recommendations as to what number of features is to be used for a reliable decision-
making.

In this description we intend to use two types of features: continuous and categorical. Con-
tinuous features will refer to the graphometric parameters, like size of letters, distances between
characteristic points, angles, ratios and so on. The categorical features will concern the so called
general features. They will include the evaluation of common handwriting characteristics as
degree of connection between letters (usually three degrees are accepted: low, moderate and
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high), slope (right, left, upright), motion (rectilinear, curvilinear, angular or arched, loop-like,
oval, wavy or spiral), elaboration (presence of ornaments), direction of movement (clock-wise
or counter-clock-wise), quantity of movement (average number of strokes used to draw separate
letters) and like.

While many of the above-mentioned features can be easily imitated, there are features that
are not seen and therefore di±cult to falsify. In that respect a special attention will be paid
to the distribution of pressure which is based on the writing habit and writer's experience. It
will be analyzed in di®erent ways in order to ¯nd the most reliable description. One of them
will be based on the evaluation of the geometric parameters of areas of di®erent pressure and
their mutual disposition at di®erent writing elements e.g. letters or separate strokes, signatures.
A second one will be using the pressure change alongside the skeleton of the elements. After
normalization the obtained functions will be used for the comparison between handwritings.

Except the described features which are reasonable and intuitively clear from the expert's
point of view, other features that do not express a particular property of the handwriting will
be investigated as well. These include topological features based on the measurement of general
characteristics of particular characters. According to this approach characters are divided into
speci¯c segments that can be transformed piece- wise. Segments are determined automatically by
topologically invariant points. Another approach is based on the presentation of the characters as
modi¯cations of ideal models. Thus a transformation between the model and the real character
can be evaluated.

3.1.4. Decision-making

The overall estimation of the similarity between two handwritings will be obtained as a
combination between two decision-making classi¯ers. One of them will deal with continuous
features and the other will deal with categorical features.

The decision-making for the continuous features will be based on the evaluation of the
similarity between particular elements from the handwritings under investigation. Since the
overall estimation will be based ¯rst on the estimations of separate elements and second on
groups of elements, multi-level classi¯ers have to be used. The ¯rst level will concern the
comparison of basic elements like strokes, letters and signs of punctuation. At the output of
these classi¯ers every element will be assigned a number that reveals the degree of similarity
between the handwritings under investigation. Since a particular element may be detected in
a few places in the text, an average similarity relative to this element will be calculated at the
second stage. After the similarity is evaluated for all di®erent elements, an overall evaluation will
be obtained at the third level. One of the basic problems that has to be solved here concerns the
weight factors of the elements, i.e. their classi¯cation power. Di®erent types of decision rules will
be used, including statistical, linear, heuristic, and rules based on NN. The categorical features
are used mainly for the search of similar handwritings to a particular one from a large data-
base of handwritings. Also, for the sake of one-to-one comparison mixed variables discriminant
techniques could be used. A simple approach for the analysis of mixture of categorical and
continuous data requires arbitrary scoring of all the categorical variables followed by the use of
standard methods for multivariate continuous data, which in the case of classi¯cation means use
of techniques such as linear or quadratic discriminant analysis. Following statistical approaches
may be used: a non-parametric kernel approach, a semi-parametric approach through logistic
discrimination, and a fully parametric method based on the location model.

3.1.5. Data base

It is anticipated that a hierarchical data-base of object oriented organization is designed
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which will include both alpha- numerical data and images. Basic data consists of:
a) o±ce data including case description, expert's name and other,
b) personal information about the writer when known,
c) image ¯les of type BMP, TIF, JPG, DXF and others presenting the primary documents of
expertise, and
d) feature values.

Data is to be organized in terms of the following classes of objects: document which includes
general information from a) and b) and a reference to the document image ¯le from c); paragraph
which includes a description of a rectangular image region that is to be analyzed; symbol which
includes the identi¯er of the character that has been analyzed, description of the corresponding
image sub-region, list of speci¯c points, list of features and their values. The classes following
their inheritance will also include all the links between their objects required by the application
system. To decrease the space, only one image copy will be presented for each document while
the sub-images will be referred by the corresponding descriptors. Compression methods will be
applied to the image ¯les.

3.2 GN-model

In this section we shall construct a reduced Generalized Net (GN, see [4] shown on Figure 2.
this GN is without temporal components, without transitions, places and tokens priorities and
without places and arcs capacities, and for which the tokens keep all their history, that is, for
every token ®: b(®) =1.

We shall describe the transition condition predicates and the tokens' characteristics not fully
formally in order to ease the understanding of the actual formalism in use.

Initially, token ® enters place l1 with the initial characteristic:

\digital matrix of the text image"

Entering transition Z1, token ® can split into two or more tokens, if the original text has to
be processed by di®erent procedures. Each of the new tokens will be interpreted as an ®-token.
All of them will transfer independently in the next transition and all of them will unite in place
l6 generating again only one ®-token.

Z1 =< fl1g; fl2; l3; l4; l5g;
l2 l3 l4 l5

l1 W1;2 W1;3 W1;4 W1;5
;_(l1) >;

where
W1;2 = \the noise reduction is necessary",
W1;3 = \the contrast enhancement is necessary",
W1;4 = \the background elimination is necessary",
W1;5 = :W1;2&:W1;3&:W1;4.

The tokens obtain following characteristics:

\digital matrix of the de-noised image"

in place l2,
\digital matrix of the sharpened image"

in place l3,
\digital matrix of the extracted text"
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in place l4, and they do not obtain any characteristic in place l5.
Let us denote the current characteristic of each of ®-tokens by x®cu and its characteristic

obtained before s steps { by x®cu¡s.
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Figure 2: GN-model of the process of handwriting analysis

Transition Z2 is described as

Z2 =< fl2; l3; l4; l5g; fl6; l7g;

l6 l7
l2 true false
l3 true false
l4 true false
l5 true false
l6 false true

;_(l2; l3; l4; l5; l6) > :

The tokens obtain characteristic

\enhanced image"

in place l6, and they do not obtain any characteristic in place l7.
Transition Z3 describes the text segmentation. It has the form

Z3 =< fl7; l8; l11g; fl8; l9; l10; l11g;
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l8 l9 l10 l11

l7 W7;8 W7;9 false false
l8 W8;8 W8;9 false false
l11 false false W11;10 W11;11

;

^(_(l7; l8); l11) >;

In place l11 there is token ¯ that transfers only in this place while processing ® tokens in
the transition, and it will enter place l10 when the last ®-token enters place l9.

Predicates W7;8;W7;9;W8;8;W8;9;W11;10 and W11;11 have the meaning:
W7;8 = \the text contains more than one word",
W7;9 = \the text contains exactly one word",
W8;8 = \the text contains more than s + 1 words, where s is the number of the cycles of the
current token in place l8",
W8;9 = :W8;8;
W11;10 = \there are not tokens in place l8",
W11;11 = :W11;10.

The tokens obtain the characteristics

\current word in the text"

in place l8,
\distance between the current word, observing in place l8 and

its next word in the row; distance between the current row,

where is placed the word, observing in place l8 and its next

row; declination of the text; height of the letters; other formal

parameters determined by the used before the simulation"

in place l11, and they do not obtain any characteristics in places l9 and l10.
Token ¯ enters place l12 with an initial characteristic \user de¯ned text and character fea-

tures".
Z4 =< fl9; l12; l13; l17g; fl13; l14; l15; l16; l17g;

l13 l14 l15 l16 l17

l9 W9;13 W9;14 false false false
l12 false false true false false
l13 W13;13 W13;14 false false false
l17 false false false W17;16 W17;17

;

^(_(l9; l13); l12; l17) >;

where
W9;13 = \the word contains more than one letter",
W9;14 = \the word contains exactly one letter",
W13;13 = \the word contains more than s+ 1 letters, where s is the number of the cycles of the
current token in place l13",
W13;14 = :W13;13;
W17;16 = \there are not tokens in place l13",
W17;17 = :W17;16.

The tokens obtain the characteristics

\current letter in the word"
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in place l13,
\values of the user-de¯ned measurements of the parameters in

the initial characteristic of token ¯"

in place l17, and they do not obtain any characteristics in places l14 and l16.

Z5 =< fl14g; fl18g;
l18

l14 true
;_(l14) > :

Token ° enters place l19 with an initial characteristic \data base of character parameters"

Z6 =< fl10; l16; l18; l19; l20; l24; l25; l27g;
fl20; l21; l22; l23; l24; l25; l26; l27g;

l20 l21 l22 l23 l24 l25 l26 l27

l10 false false false false false true false false
l16 false false false false true false false false
l18 true true true true false false false false
l19 false false false false false false true false
l20 true true true true false false false false
l24 false false false false true false false false
l25 false false false false false true false false
l27 false false false false false false false true

;

^(l10; l16;_(l18; l20); l24; l25; l27) > :

The tokens have the characteristics

\a particular letter parameters"

in place l20,
\general parameters"

in place l21,
\speci¯c feature parameters"

in place l22,
\formalized feature parameters"

in place l23,
\general parameters from the data base"

in place l24,
\speci¯c parameters from the data base"

in place l25,
\data base search"

in place l27, but they do not take on any characteristic in place l26.

Z7 =< fl21; l22; l23g; fl28g;
l28

l21 true
l22 true
l23 true

;^(l21; l22); l23) > :

The tokens are given the characteristic

\best match"

in place l28.
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4 Conclusion

The GN-models of the real processes can be used for constructing of more general models. For

example, we can describe the image processing by a GN, by another GN we can describe the

processes °owing in one or more data bases containing the necessary information for the concrete

process, by third GN we can represent the process of decision making, etc. The most important

fact in this case is that all these processes will be described using only the GNs tool. As a further

step we can extend the problem: after writer identi¯cation we can would like to inderstand the

text's meaning and this process also can be described by the GNs. In all cases we can take into

account that the information is imprecise and use for that reason fuzzy sets or, more general,

intuitionistic fuzzy sets (see [6]) that accounts for the uncertainty the facts.
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Appendix: Short remarks on generalized nets

First, following [4], we shall mention that every GN-transition is described by a seven-
tuple (Fig. 3):

Z = hL0; L00; t1; t2; r;M; i;
where:

(a) L0 and L00 are ¯nite, non-empty sets of places (the transition's input and output
places, respectively); for the transition in Fig. 3 these are L0 = fl01; l02; . . . ; l0mg and L00 =
fl001 ; l002 ; . . . ; l00ng;

(b) t1 is the current time-moment of the transition's ¯ring;
(c) t2 is the current value of the duration of its active state;
(d) r is the transition's condition determining which tokens will pass (or transfer)

from the transition's inputs to its outputs; it has the form of an Index Matrix (IM; see
[3]):

...

...

...

...

l01 l -

l0i l -

l0m l -

r
?

...

...

...

...

l001l-

l00jl-

l00nl-

Fig. 3: GN-transition

r =

l001 . . . l00j . . . l00n
l01
... ri;j
l0i (ri;j ¡ predicate )
... (1 · i · m; 1 · j · n)
l0m

;
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ri;j is the predicate which corresponds to the i-th input and j-th output places. When
its truth value is \true", a token from i-th input place can be transferred to j-th output
place; otherwise, this is not possible (for index matrices see [3]);

(e) M is an IM of the capacities of transition's arcs:

M =

l001 . . . l00j . . . l00n
l01
... mi;j

l0i (mi;j ¸ 0¡ natural number )
... (1 · i · m; 1 · j · n)
l0m

;

(f) is an object having a form similar to a Boolean expression. It may contain
as variables the symbols which serve as labels for transition's input places, and is an
expression built up of variables and the Boolean connectives ^ and _ whose semantics is
de¯ned as follows:

^(li1; li2 ; . . . ; liu) - every place li1 , li2 , . . ., liu must contain
at least one token,

_(li1; li2 ; . . . ; liu) - there must be at least one token in all
places li1 , li2 ,. . ., liu; where fli1 ; li2 ; . . . ;
liug ½ L0.

When the value of a type (calculated as a Boolean expression) is \true", the transition
can become active, otherwise it cannot.

The ordered four-tuple

E = hhA; ¼A; ¼L; c; f; µ1; µ2i; hK; ¼K; µKi;

hT; to; t¤i; hX;©; bii
is called a Generalized Net (GN) if:

(a) A is a set of transitions;
(b) ¼A is a function giving the priorities of the transitions, i.e., ¼A : A ! N , where

N = f0; 1; 2; . . .g [ f1g;
(c) ¼L is a function giving the priorities of the places, i.e., ¼L : L ! N , where L =

pr1A[pr2A, and priX is the i-th projection of the n-dimensional set, where n 2 N; n ¸ 1
and 1 · k · n (obviously, L is the set of all GN-places);

(d) c is a function giving the capacities of the places, i. e., c : L! N ;
(e) f is a function which calculates the truth values of the predicates of the transition's

conditions (for the GN described here let the function f have the value \false" or \true",
i.e., a value from the set f0; 1g;

(f) µ1 is a function giving the next time-moment when a given transition Z can be
activated, i.e., µ1(t) = t0, where pr3Z = t; t0 2 [T; T + t¤] and t · t0. The value of this
function is calculated at the moment when the transition terminates its functioning;

(g) µ2 is a function giving the duration of the active state of a given transition Z,
i. e., µ2(t) = t0, where pr4Z = t 2 [T; T + t¤] and t0 ¸ 0. The value of this function is
calculated at the moment when the transition starts functioning;
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(h) K is the set of the GN's tokens. In some cases, it is convenient to consider this
set in the form

K = [
l2QI

Kl ;

where Kl is the set of tokens which enter the net from place l, and QI is the set of all
input places of the net;

(i) ¼K is a function giving the priorities of the tokens, i.e., ¼K : K ! N ;
(j) µK is a function giving the time-moment when a given token can enter the net,

i.e., µK(®) = t, where ® 2 K and t 2 [T; T + t¤];
(k) T is the time-moment when the GN starts functioning. This moment is determined

with respect to a ¯xed (global) time-scale;
(l) to is an elementary time-step, related to the ¯xed (global) time-scale;
(m) t¤ is the duration of the GN functioning;
(n) X is the set of all initial characteristics the tokens can receive when they enter

the net;
(o) © is a characteristic function which assigns new characteristics to every token

when it makes a transfer from an input to an output place of a given transition.
(p) b is a function giving the maximum number of characteristics a given token can

receive, i.e., b : K ! N .
A GN may lack some of the components, and such GNs give rise to special classes of

GNs called reduced GNs. The omitted elements of the reduced GNs are marked by \ ¤ ".
Di®erent operations, relations and operators are de¯ned over the transitions of the

GNs and over the same nets.
The operators of di®erent types, as well as the others that can be de¯ned, have a major

theoretical and practical value. On one hand, they help us in studying the properties and
the behaviour of GNs. On the other hand, they facilitate the modelling of many real
processes.
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